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A tentative agreement was made 
between California State University 
and the California Faculty Association 
to extend their three-year contract 
until June 30, 2005.
According to a CSU press release, 
the contract addresses benefits tor 
existing faculty and changes for itew 
faculty recruitment.
Issues addressed in the tentative 
agreement, according to the CSU 
press release include: the Golden 
Handshake, which provides addi­
tional years of service to retired fac­
ulty, recruitment for new probation­
ary faculty, rural health care stipend.
Call for
creative
writing
• English department 
is sponsoring a 
campus-wide contest
By Lade Grimshaw
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITtR
The Cal Poly English department 
is sponsoring its 34th annual creative 
writing contest. The winners of the 
contest will be published in BYZ.AN- 
TIU M , the English department’s 
award-winning literary magazine.
“It’s a great chance to get your 
work out there,” English assistant 
professor Susann Cokal sai».l.
In the past, as many as 100 contes­
tants entered the campus-wide con­
test. The majority of previous entries 
have come from English majors, but 
Ct>kal said there are still plenty of 
other majors who enter.
“Ever>one is given the chance to 
be a star,” she said.
The contest was started in 1971 by 
English pnifesstir Alfred Lan».lwehr. 
The cirntest features Kith a short 
story division and a p<H.‘try division.
First-place winners will receive 
$100, second place winners $75 and 
third place winners $50.
Judges will critique contest entries 
annnymously. None of the judges are 
creative writing professors, Cokal 
said.
The literary magazine, BYZAN­
TIUM, was started in 1990 as a col­
laboration betweeti English and art
see CONTEST, page 2
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CSU, CFA agree to extend 
three-year contract
By Lade Grimshaw * Mustang Daily staff writer
12-month department chair stipend 
and AB 2549, involving lecturers’ 
retirements, changes in layoff proce­
dures and changes regarding the fac­
ulty early retirement program.
CSU  and CT'A made the deal 
while working around the states con­
tinuing fiscal crisis.
“This is a very difficult time to bar­
gain,” said John Travis, CFA presi­
dent and political science professor at 
Humboldt State University.
Members of the CFA were happy 
that the agreement didn’t take away
gains from previous discussions.
“All and all, we received a good 
contract considering the tough times,” 
Travis said. “We were happy to settle 
without having to return to the table.” 
Charles B. Reed CSU chancellor 
said the agreement gives both parties
the opportunity to work in 
Sacramento, according to the CSU 
press release.
“This year the negotiations went 
really well, making for an easy 
process,” CSU media relations man­
ager Clara Potes-Fellow said.
Eioth CSU and CFA have been 
bargaining since March 2003.
The agreement means ratification 
for both the CFA executive com­
mittee and the C SU  Board of 
Trustees.
The trustees will make their final 
vote on the contract at the January 
27-28 meeting.
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By Anastasia Killham
Mustang Daily 
staff writer
The Rec 
Center is 
offering a 
new fitness 
class 
featuring 
BOSU balls 
and a new 
yoga class. 
Below, 
nutrition 
junior 
Tawny 
Anderson 
teaches a 
yoga class.
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nly dedicated fitness fans will 
IK' able to participate in one of 
five new courses offered at the 
Rec C'enter.
The BOSU ball class is limited to
r ”.»—1
 ^ 22 participants and has garnered notable
interest in the first ctniple of weeks that it 
\ has been offered.
\  “There was almost a fight in front 
this afternoon just to get a pass to go 
in,” BO SU  ball instructor Nicole 
Hannula said.
So far, each session has been filled 
with a group of 
mostly women 
who arrive early 
on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays to 
obtain a pass, 
which ensures a 
spot in the 45- 
minute class.
BOSU ball 
classes are 
taught by per­
sonal trainers
and consist of a variety of balance enhancing exercis­
es with the aid of an inflatable, vinyl object, that 
looks like a large ball that has been cut in half.
The equipment is designed and manipulated to 
improve overall fitness and can be used to perform 
numerous core strengthening exercises.
The term “BO SU ” is an acronym for both sides up, 
reflective of the ball’s versatile functionality.
BC'lSU ball users can train on either side tif the instru­
ment in order to produce a total-Kidy workout. Released 
in 1999, it is Kcoming increasingly popular among exer­
cise fans as a method of achieving unique conditioning.
Rec Center program axirdinator Nancy Clark said 
they decided to add this class in order to keep up with 
cutting-edge developments in the fitness industry.
Students active in the class affirm the ball’s unique 
benefits.
“1 like this better than any other class 1 have taken 
through the Cal Poly Rec Center,” recreation admin­
istration junior Amy Hetherington said.
Hetherington and her friend, agricultural business 
student Alexis Garrett, committed to exercising 
together on campus three times a week as part of a 
joint New Year’s resolution.
“Using the BOSU ball is more than just a typical 
thoughtless workout and requires concentration and 
focus on balance,” Garrett said.
^  Each ball cost the Rec Center about $130. It
see FITNESS, page 2r
What: Statistics Colloquium 
When: Today, 11 a.m.
Where: Bldg. 53, Room 202 
More Info: Call Carol Erickson at 
756-2709
What: Open House Club Reps 
Informational Mandatory Meeting. 
Clubs who are interested in partic­
ipating in Open House 2004 must 
attend one mandatory meeting. 
When: Today and Jan. 22,11 a.m. 
Where: Bldg. 3, Room 213 
More Info: Contact the Open 
House Committee at open-house- 
clubs@calpoly.edu or call 756-7576
What: Swing Dance Concert.The
' ' ¿ a le ^ n d a r
List of upcoming activities on campus
Cal Poly University Jazz Band No. 1 
will perform. Free lessons will be 
given before the concert.
When: Friday, 8 p.m.
Where: Chumash Auditorium 
More Info: Call Paul Rinzier at 
756-5792
What: Bill Maher. The Emmy nomi­
nated comedian takes time 
between taping his new show.
"Real Time with Bill Maher" to per­
form his one-man show on politics 
and more politics.
When: Saturday, 8 p.m.
Where: Performing Arts Center 
More Info: Call the ticket office at 
756-2787
What: WriterSpeak.Talk presents 
acclaimed novelist David Foster 
Wallace, who will read from his 
work. Book signing to follow talk. 
When: Feb 10., 7 p.m.
Where: PAC —  Philips Hall 
More Info: Call Adam Hill at
756-1622
see EVENTS, page 2
Speaker addresses MLK Day
By Brian Koser
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
With the observance of a civil 
rights leader approaching Monday, 
students and faculty are invited to 
listen to a presentation by Roger 
Wilkins, an author and activist.
An informal talk with students 
will take place in the San Luis 
Lounge of the University Union at 
10 a.m. today.
Wilkins appears on PBS’ News 
Hour as a commentator on social 
and racial issues, and also has 
columns and articles published in 
multiple magazines.
He is employed by George 
Mason University as Clarence J. 
Robinson Professor of History and 
American Culture.
Wilkins earned a law degree from 
the University of Michigan in 1956 
and won an award in 2002 for his 
book “Jefferson’s Pillow: The
Founding Fathers and the Dilemma 
of Black patriotism.”
The Pulitzer Prize winner 
attained an award for his editorial 
work on the Washington Post dur­
ing the Watergate scandal in 1972. 
Along with Woodward, Bernstein
see MLK, page 2
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and design ma^irs. Each year, two 
B^ghsh majitfs are chosen as co-edi­
tors and worl  ^with an art and design 
majoj throyghout the year to create 
the magazine.
One of this year’s co-editors is 
English senior, Katie,, Isaacs. Isaacs 
became involved with the project 
after attending last year’s reading.
“I was totaify blown away,” Isaacs 
said. “1 was impressed with the pro­
fessionalism of it all and 1 was inter­
ested in doing more tor my senior 
project than just writing a paper.”
Other students working on the 
project include co-editor English 
Senior Lindsay Menasco and student 
art director and art and design 
.senior Roh Villanueva.
This year’s theme will he based 
on Indian and Persian art, Isaacs 
said. We also want to make the 
book small enough to fit inside a 
pcKket.
Once winners are announced, 
there will he a reading Spring 
Quarter at Vista Grande Café on 
campus.
Isaacs encourages students to 
enter the contest.
“You have the advantage of hav­
ing your work published,” Isaacs 
said. “And it’s a great way to he a 
parr of Cal Poly’s creative world.”
Once completed, this year’s 
BYZANTIUM publications can be 
purchased at El Corral Bookstore 
along with past magazines.
All entries must he turned into 
the English Department, building 
47, Room Í2B by noon, January 21. 
For more information contact the 
English department.
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What: Benefit Art Show. Artwork 
by architecture students will be on 
display, celebrating student cre­
ativity outside of the expected 
realm of architectural design. 
When: Jan. 21,5 p.m. and Jan. 22 
and 23,10 a.m.
Where: CAED Art Gallery 
More Info: Call Ray Ladd at 756- 
7432
What: 2004 Cardboard Furniture 
Show and Competition. 
Architecture students display cor­
rugated creations.
When: Today, 9 a.m.
Where: Bldg. 5, Room 105 
More Info: Call Ray Ladd at 756- 
7432
What:"Brother Outsider." A film 
about the visionary, yet largely 
unknown organizer and activist, 
Baynard Rustin.who served as a 
mentor to Martin Luther King Jr. 
When: Tuesday, 7:15 p.m.
Where: Bldg. 3, Room 213 
More Info: Call 756-5839
What:"Reflections."The Cal Poly 
Orchesis Dance Company's 34th 
annual concert
When: Jan. 30 to 31 and Feb. 5 to 
7,8 p.m.
Where: Cal Poly Theatre 
More Info: Call Maria Junco at 
756-1248
Mustang Daily
is looking for people who 
have hTad cosmetic surgery \
Please contact Andrea or Andra
- asvoboda@calpoly.edu
- acoberly@calpoly.edu 
- 756-1796.
Sources must be willing to ”  "" 
use their name and major.
And discuss their experience with 
cosmetic surgery
MLK
continued from page 1
and Uerhlock, Wilkins helped the 
Post break the story on the biggest 
political debacle in American his­
tory.
According to George Mason 
University’s Web site, W ilkins 
teaches two upper-division level 
interdisciplinary courses on the 
effects of journalism on American 
politics.
He is a current member of the 
Board of the N AACP Legal 
Defense Fund and is publisher of 
the civil rights group. Crisis.
During the Johnson administra­
tion, Wilkins served as assistant 
attorney general and has written 
for the W ashingion Post, 
Washington Star and New York 
Times.
Wilkins’ other writings include 
1982’s “A Man’s Life,” and he is 
editor with former senator Fred R. 
Harris of “Quiet Riots: Race and 
Poverty in the United States.”
Vice President for Student
Affairs Cornel Morton says that the 
Provocative Perspectives program 
is “focused on providing the cam­
pus and community with speakers 
who will promote conversations 
about diversity, civility and intel­
lectual freedom.”
Student Life and Leadership’s 
Pat Harris said she hopes students 
will attend the event and march. 
“It is a chance for students to hear 
from .someone who was there. He 
was an important part of.the civil 
rights movement,” Harris said.
At press time, there were a few 
remaining spaces available for fac­
ulty and staff. To make reservations 
for the event, staff are advised to 
call 756-7006.
Guest speakers later appearing 
in the speaker series include 
Robert O ’Neil, a law professor and 
director of the Thomas Jefferson 
Center for the Protection of Free 
Expression and authority on the 
First Amendment, who will speak 
March 4.
On April 8, internationally 
known poet, activist, writer, com­
mentator and educator Nikki 
Giovanni Jr will he on campus.
FITNESS
continued from page 1
is likely that more classes will he 
offered during next quarter, espe­
cially if the same enthusiasm is 
shown throughout the quarter that 
has been exhibited in the first two 
weeks, Hannula said.
“This .seemed like a good class for 
students because it is a newer area of 
fitness, you use your ahs and lower
hack to maintain balance,” she said.
Other new classes offered this 
quarter include Hi/Lo aerobics. 
Kick fit, Spin Fit and Yoga.
Cal Poly students can join the 
classes throughout the quarter. A 
one-time pass costs $4 while the 
sampler pass, which entitles the 
user to six visits, costs $20. For 
those interested in maximizing their 
body’s physical potential, the Rec 
Center offers an exercise pass, 
which can he used up to 12 times 
per week and costs $45 a quarter.
SLO Kickboxing^
Fitness & Self Defense Traininf^acility
956 Footholl Blvd. #  
549-8800
www.slokickbó^icíng.com
TTTJITI?M ^ roductory Class j
»Boxing Gloves, |
T-Shirt and Wraps
when you sign up ^
iLO Kickboxing
Student Discount Travel
-Authorized STA  Ticketing Agency- 
Airline Tickets - Eurail Passes - 
Inti. Student ID Cards 
Inti Youth Hostel Membership - 
Vacation Break Pkgs.
Use our web site to research & plan your next trip:
e-traveltime.com
For Expert personalized service, visit or contact us:
698 Marsh (at Broad), SLO (free parking at door) 
783-70 0 1......................cp@tvltm.com
<r/24mr/ME
F^olQsskxniTlavBl and Insurance Services
Summer in Spain
Spanish Language Imm ersion Program
General Information Meeting
Thursday, January 1 5 , 11am  
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 115
Summer 2004 - V'alladolid
f t  :  Ï , .  {
mS- '?'It ***  ^ *
I  I  I  i  I  ’ •
i l i i
for further tnformjtion. contact:
Dr William Martine/,. 7.<;6-288<i 
c-mail; wmartinefö'caliwly t'du
Continuing Education at
e-mail; continuing-t'dfrf’calpoly.edu
http://wwA\.eontinuinR-edcalpolyt‘du/tra vel_spain.html
V, -  #
Courses n(Tere<l this summer; .S|>an 121, Span 122, .Span 124. 
Span 301, Hum 310, Psc .320. and Kine 255
CALPQLY
CONTlNUtTiO EixxvvnoN
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National, Kound
Ne w  YORK —  At least 175 claims totaling more than $3 billion have been filed against the city for the Staten Island ferry 
crash that killed 11 people, the city comptroller’s office said 
Wednesday.
About a dozen of the claims did not specify the amount of damages 
heiny sought, and the number of claims could rise further, said Jeff 
Simmons, a spokesman for the city comptroller.
• • •
GRANTS PASS, Ore. —  A 3,100-foot railway tunnel connecting 
the Rogue Valley to northern California could be closed for four 
months, as railroad officials grapple with damaf»e from snow, fire and 
collapsing rocks.
Pacific Railroad predicts hisses of up to $5 million from added costs of 
remutiitig trams, plus the expense of reinforcing the inside of the timnel, 
said phn Lovelady, the coinpany’s general manager. ^
SALINAS, Calif. —  President Bush may have earned praise for 
proposing immigration reforms, but both farmers and farm work­
ers say his plan lacks one key element—  a path to permanent resi­
dency for the immigrants~needed to harvest the nation's fruit and 
vegetables.
The Bush proposal —  (inly hmadly outlined so far woukfstream- 
line an existing guest wtirker program that growers say is expensive and 
cumbersome, a goal that has wide support m the agricultural industry.
Even some farmwtirker advticacy groups praise the president for.at 
least addressing the topic of immigration reform.
But all of these groups say Bush’s expectation that wsirkers would have 
to return permanently to their home countries before collecting their full 
pay is a non-starter. They agree that the chance of permanent U.S. resi­
dency is the only incentive that will make the program a success.
• • •
MISSOULA, Mont. —  The operators of a closed phosphorous 
plant near Butte will plead guilty to illegally storing phosphorous 
waste at the plant and are expected to pay fines and restitution of 
more than $18 million, a federal prosecutor said Wednesday.
U.S. Attorney Bill Mercer said Rhodia Inc., based in Cranhury, N.J., 
had agreed to plead guilty to a string tif federal charges accusing the com­
pany of storing extremely flammable phosphorous waste without the 
proper permits.
Company representatives were to appear in U.S. District Court in 
Missoula Wednesday afternoon to formally enter the plea, Mercer said.
— Associated Press
Worldgggndup
VIENNA, Austria —  In a new signal that Libya is serious about renouncing its weapons of mass destruction, U.N. officials said 
Wednesday the North African country has ratified the nuclear test ban treaty.
Libya’s nuclear program was far from producing a weapon and the treaty 
is 12 nations .short of the 44 ratifications needed for it to enter into force. 
Still, the announcement hy the U.N. agency overseeing the agreement 
appeared to he a further sign of commitment hy Libyan leader Moammar 
Gadhafi to give up nuclear weapons ambitions.
• • •
HANOI, Vietnam —  Remains believed to be those of four U.S. sol­
diers killed during the Vietnam War were saluted and loaded onto a 
plane bound for home Wednesday.
The remains were found in northern and central Vietnam hy a joint 
recovery team that searches for soldiers listed as missing in action.
Some 1,800 American servicemen are unaccounted for from the 
Vietnam War, which ended in 1975.
• • •
EREZ CROSSING, Gaza Strip —  A Palestinian blew herself up 
Wednesday at the Israel-Gaza border, killing three Israeli soldiers and 
a private security guard and signaling a new tactic by Hamas mili­
tants, who had never before dispatched a female suicide bomber.
Hamas spiritual leader Sheik Ahmed Yassin said the use of a woman was 
unique for the Islamic group, hut holy war “is an obligation of all Muslims, 
men and women.”
Israel .said it would temporarily close the crossing to Palestinians, pre­
venting thousands of workers from reaching an Israeli-Palestinian industri­
al zone that is one of the last vestiges of cooperation between the two peo­
ples after more than three years of violence.
The army said four of the seven people wounded in the attack were 
Pale.stinians.
• • •
BEIJING —  World Health Organization investigators revisited a 
live-animal market in southern China on Wednesday, examining 
chickens, ducks and other edible creatures in their quest to track 
SARS to its source.
In Australia, health authorities .said two flight attendants were suspect- 
etl of having SA RS and were in isolation at a Sydney hospital.
China has one confirmed case of severe acute respiratory syndrome this 
season and two suspected ones, and SARS-shaken Guangdong province is 
in the middle of a ver\' public cleanup effort to prevent the illness from 
spreading as it did last year.
— Associated Press
CoJIeqe
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Ga in e s v il l e , Fia. —University of Florida 
researchers say sugar in the form 
of ribose, coupled with borax 
minerals, could be the key ingre­
dients in the recipe that deter­
mines the origins of life on Earth.
Building on Stanley Miller’s 1953 
discovery that electric sparks in a 
primitive atmo.sphere could make 
amino acids —  the basis of protein —  
the Ub team tiKik i t .\ i^ tep further.
Biochemistry pr^^ fe »  Steven 
Benner, "alTmg Alonso
iiiwii It *' - r '- -" -”" * " ' —
Ricardo. Matthew OEEtIgan and 
Alison-3!^lcntT pn ve
borax-^m m arnmg' •mtnewals could 
help tfWfVert (irgaTrtr**trtolecules 
into genetic
matemát‘ll4witiek»K3«Wl8ft> RNA. 
___  • *
BLOOMINGTON, incL^fter one 
year of communal bathrooms, 
cold showers end jSAp-flops, 
Indiana tfhtversfty juni^Tonya 
VachirMombooa.4M:i^M^ was 
linn III immi pul g|iiflf|^ iiiiiiiii 
Hall a«44ü4othe ; ip i^rtgaefjSni f esty le 
offered at Wiíííae^CjtiikL
Across the nation, universities 
are succumbing to student 
demands for more spacious dorms, 
according to The Associated Press. 
Willkie marks the beginning of the 
housing revolution on lU ’s campus.
And though the University hasn’t 
finalized any plans yet, lU is working 
on blueprints for a new residence 
hall full of apartment-style housing, 
.said Pat C'onnor, the executive direc­
tor of Residential Programs and 
Serxices.
— University Wire
MISSING PERSON
Vern Erno
Description: 82 years old, 5-07, 135, gray hair.
Last seen wearing a green fleece jacket, olive green pants, tan shoes 
a green beret-style hat with brim.
Last seen Sunday afternoon 
12/28/03 at
Lueuna Village Shopping Center, SLO
Please N o tifv  SLO  Police
781-7317
$5,000 Reward
for information leading to his being found
Listen.
Process. 
Help.
Conflicts 
are more 
com plex 
than ever. 
Prepare to 
help people  
m anage the 
challenges
Azusa Pacific University^ graduate programs in Psychology 
offer:
• An APA-accredited Psy.D. Program
• An M.A. in Mi^rriage and Family Therapy Program
• A curriculum with a family psychology em phasis that 
integrates spirituality and values
• A blend of theoretical and practical elements of 
psychology
For more Information atxjut APU  ^ (Kograms in graduate 
psyctKilcx)y, call (626)*815-5008, (800) 825-5278, or visit 
WWW, apu. udu/edix:af}s/graduat o/psychology/.
/ sMmAZUSA nocwac
U N I V E R S I T Y
901 E. Alosta Ave.
PO Box 7000
A/usa. X A  91702-7000
www.apu.edu
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Recalling the curse of roommate sex
I t may be a surprise to some ot my readers that this humble writer was nor always a swashbucklinji sex columnist. Indeed, many years ayo 1 too was the most deprived form of 
life on campus, the lowly freshman male, struti^ling to find my 
place in the sexual world of the Cal Poly dating scene. Perhaps 
my tale of desperation and defeat will spark a glimmer of hope
into hearts and loins of sex-less, 
dorm-dwelling freshmen readers. 
Come, enter my nightmare ...
It’s a typical Friday night and 
hordes of freshman are making the 
mass ext)dus to the house party 
nearest campus —  my roommate 
and 1 among them. As the night 
progresses and my drunken state 
heightens to record levels of stupid­
ity, 1 attempt time and time again to 
gain the affectitms of “a hottie."
It backfires.
The only creatures that give me 
• any interest at all look like they just
went 12 rounds with Holyfield.
My roommate is doing fine, how­
ever, and is dancing on the pool table with the hottest woman 
in the room. 1 never know what women like most about him — 
his juvenile jokes or caustic personality. Perhaps it’s the dance 
moves he picked up in seventh grade and never bothered to 
uptlate. I’ll never understand how this guy gets noticed by- 
women, but somehow he always does.
At the end of the night, 1 look for my uximmate, but he is 
nowhere to be found. 1 make the disgraceful walk back to our 
dorm room alone, miserable and swaying; wanting only tt) melt 
away into the comftirt of my own bed. As 1 approach our door.
1 see a candle burning in the window, our hallowed symbol indi­
cating hot action going on inside.
It’s the third time this week.
1 curse my roommate under my breath and swear to the heav­
ens that 1 shall have my revenge some fateful day.
But instead of doing anything brave and principled, 1 take my 
usual spot on the prison-issue couch in the lounge of Yosemite
,Tower 5. There’s one student in there study- ------------------------------------------------
ing, and 1 can hear him chuckling under his „ , ,
breath. He may be a nerd wh,> studies on Someday, I too may snag
Friday night, but at least he’s not “sexiled” som e sex. Friday nights are
fn>m his own room. As the room spins, 1 swear plentiful in college and each
1 can hear my rcxunmate’s devilish laugh, his ^ plethora o f
head thrown back in midckery, deep, re.sound- . , r , i
ing and evil. Until 1 succumb to the agony of opportunities for hook^up
my tortured existence. S p len d o r . With time and
1 head to my nxim in the morning and find persistence, I shall Over  ^
my roommate and his girl wearing terrycloth
this evil curse.
robes, sipping Colombian coffee and nibbling 
on crumpets. They are freshly showered and 
perky, as one would expect after a night of
vigorous exercise. A 12-pack of Magnums is ----------------------
half-empty on the nightstand.
When 1 enter the nxxn, their conversation stops. 1 feel their 
loathing eyes pierce my soul as if 1 have committed the most 
depraved crime. For a moment 1 actually feel bad for coming 
into my own room, as if 1 should ask permission. What kind of 
world is this if a guy can’t even come into his own room with­
out feeling like a prying sex invader?
1 grab my stuff and head for the shower. My head is still 
throbbing, and 1 actually take a moment to ask myself if I’m still 
drunk from the night before. No, mit drunk, just driving on 
three cylinders, shooting 80 percent. This is going to be a long
day. As 1 close the door behind me 1 hear my roommate ask his 
lady friend if she’s down for another go round, and she natural­
ly giggles yes. The women 1 meet are hardly ready for second 
base, but my nx)mmate, the prince of mediocrity, gets the kind 
of woman who sees home plate more times in one night than 
Mark McGwire —  and three more in the morning.
For what crimes am 1 being punished? What sins merit this
 type of unbridled torment? My mind draws a
blank, however, and 1 realize that there is no 
crime, no suffering I’ve caused that would 
explain this lopsided karma; just a crazy 
world where justice is a myth and fairness is 
nothing more than an urban legend.
At the end of my shower, 1 turn the water 
off, the final stage of my psychological cycle 
hits me and 1 begin to accept my situation.
1 am the victim of the Curse t)f Rcxmmiate 
Sex.
Colleges across the country are full of vic­
tims just like me; full of game-less amateurs 
destined to suffer at the hands i)f our nxim-
---------- 1------------  mates. I’m an optimist, however, and 1
believe in the potential of a man, and thus in my own potential. 
Someday, 1 tixi may snag some sex. Friday nights are plentiful in 
college and each one brings a plethora of opportunities for 
hook-up splendor. With time and persistence, 1 shall overcome 
the vix)dot> magic of this evil curse. Someday, if the hcxik up 
gods allow it. I’ll see the candle from the other side of the win­
dow.
Dtx)m on you roomie!
James Whitaker is a business senior and Mustang Daily colum­
nist. He can be reached at jwwceo@yahixi.com
Letters to the editor
There is a reason for out-of-state tuition  
Editor,
In “Out of state, out of luck’’ (Jan. 11), Leah Mori shows 
exactly what is wrong with journalists today. They don’t 
think before they put something in print. State schools get 
significant endorsement from state taxes. When you come 
frtim a different state, you are not paying the same taxes. If 
you come from Nevada, you aren’t paying any taxes (they 
fund their programs with gambling revenue). For this reason, 
it makes perfect sense not to let out-of-state students pay the 
same amount of tuition. If the taxes were from a national 
source it would be possible, but that is not how the system 
currently works.
In the future, Leah, you may want to do at least five minutes 
of research before writing such a misinformed commentary.
Brandon McHargue is a computer science senior.
Accom plishm ents have been m ade in Iraq 
Editor,
The following accomplishments have been achieved in 
Iraq since May 1.
All Iraq’s 400 courts, 22 universities and 41 technical 
schools are open. Teachers and doctors can earn eight to 25 
times their salaries under Saddam Hussein. Twenty-two mil­
lion children have been vaccinated. Telephone and i.lrinking 
water capacity is greatly improved. Iraqi banks are making 
loans to start new businesses. There are 170 operating news­
papers, and there is no Ministry of Information.
1 just wanted to laud the U .S. military and Rush adminis­
tration for helping the people of Iraq escape the control of 
Saddam and his evil government. 1 would also like to thank 
the 10 other countries that are providing military force in
Iraq as well as the dozen or so others that supported bringing 
democracy to Iraq.
Chris McGlone is a mechanical engineering senior.
There are m ore expired elevator perm its 
Editor,
In addition to the library elevators mentioned in Derek 
Johnson and Rishon Seidon’s letter to the editor “Library- 
elevator permits expired" (Jan. 1 1), there are more elevators 
that 1 have ridden in personally, and therefore many more 1 
can assume that have expired permits. Two more culprits arc 
the elevator in the University Union and one of the eleva­
tors in the Grand .Avenue, parking structure, the latter of 
which expired more than a year ago.
So, 1 guess we can keep raising tuition, but we can’t ensure 
our students’ safety.
Pam Gidwani is a graphic communication senior.
Loud m orn ing  no ises are not w elcom e  
Editor,
Is it really necessary to bombard our cars with sonic booms 
at 7:10 a.m.? What in the world is going on that requires 
these loud noises that set off car alarms and wake up half the 
campus? Are we setting off cannons? Breaking the sound bar­
rier? Testing explosives? Now, I’m already awake at this point 
because 1 have classes at 8 a.m. every day. Rut, for the love 
of God, lots of people are trying to sleep! Could this ruckus 
be postponed until later in the day?
Nathanael Johnson is a computer engineering sophomore.
Mustang Daily is 
looking for a few good 
cartoonists and columnists.
CartfX)nist.s shtuild bring a proposal and art 
sample to Laura in 26-226. C'olumnists can 
send a proposal and 500-word sample to 
mustangdaily@hotmail.com. Please include 
your name, major and phone number with 
all submissions. -
Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. Mustang 
Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, profanities and 
length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons do not represent the 
views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 words. 
Letters should include the writer's full name, phone number, 
major and class standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 
CA 93407 
By fax:
•(805)756-6784.
By e-mail: mustangdaily@hotmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do not
send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the body of 
the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the cor­
rect format.
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Location won't create fair trial
Media covcratic was the last thinf» Scott Petersi>n’s lawyers want.But they got it anyway.
The recent protests surrounding the influence ot news 
reports on potential jurors has created what the defense 
attorneys are trying to combat —  negative publicity.
This notion was proved in the last few weeks when the 
defense team asked, and was granted, a change of venue for
the Peterson trial. The request 
_ was reported across the nation. 
Change of venue, simply stat­
ed, means the presiding judge 
has ordered the case be moved to a California county where 
pcuential jurors are non-biased, free from the penetrating 
images generated by the media.
Does such a public exist.' In today’s age of cable and satel­
lite television and Internet news stories, it is hard to 
believe that unmoved, impartial citizens exist.
Who can honestly lack suspicion of a man caught 
attempting to flee the country in the midst of his late wife’s 
murder investigation?
----------------------------------------  Anyone who has experi-
A  change in venue can enced jury selection is famil-
greatly delay the start o f
a trial. Once it has been presented during the trial and 
granted, the court must not to take heed to outside 
choose a county that will opinions and reports. This
produce a fairer prospect
' . . . .  impossible to put into prac-
o f impartial jurors f l^edia images, the opin-
----------------------------------------  ions of peers and personal
moral beliefs are going to infiltrate the thought process 
when judging an individual’s innocence. As much as one 
wants to be a non biased juror, it is nearly impossible. The 
subconscious delivers powerful, hard to ignore messages to 
the brain. Peterson’s lawyers acknowledged that the double­
murder trial has been the buzz of the national media.
However, they stated the coverage “most acutely" affected 
the Modesto population, where “the local media has 
already served as a judge, jury and executioner in this case.” 
A change of venue can greatly delay the start of a trial. 
O nce it has been
granted, the court One may argue that the jurors
must choose a county ,^¡[1 media coverage
that will produce a i l l ' t • i  lr . r through the duration of thefairer prospect of ” ^
impartial jurors. This trial. However, it is reasonable
can take weeks or to ossume the increased media
even months valu- pounce the minute the 
able time which r  l • ■ j, county of choice is announced.lawyers can use to ■'
strengthen the
defense case and witness testimonies.
Moving to another county also creates a financial burden 
and additional publicity. Not only will Peterson and his 
defense travel to the new location, but the prosecution and 
judge must also relocate for the duration of the trial. 
Lodging and travel expenses come into play, as will extra 
media coverage in the trial’s new site.
One may argue that the jurors will not see the media cov­
erage through the duriktion of the trial. However, it is rea­
sonable to assume the increased media will pounce the 
minute the county of choice is announced. If the media cir­
cus resumes, will Peterson’s defense request another change 
of venue?
It is obvious that Scott Peterson would not have a fair 
jury trial in Modesto or other areas of Stanislaus County, 
but the same prejudicial prosecution will be experienced in 
virtually every county and city across California. The grue­
some double-murder ca.se has penetrated the media and the 
public’s minds, painting unforgettable pictures and judg­
ments.
Meghan Reerslev is a journalism junior and a Mustang 
Daily staff writer.
Bush ignores vital domestic issues
Last year was action-packed. As we begin 2004, it’s more appropriate to reflect on recent events and learn from them than it is to shout “1 told you so’’ and tossing out 
excessive, unwarranted jabs scattered with blanket state­
ments.
What a year. The LInited States experienced an economic 
roller citaster and began a controversial, prolonged war.
We saw an Austrian bodybuilder move into the California
governor’s mansion and watched 
^ _____________j - ______heated fights aKtut what consti-
C O I Ì 1  I T I g n t a r y  J^tes legal marriage.
The federal government ush­
ered in a record-breaking deficit and another round of aston­
ishing tax cuts.
Was 2001 eventful? Certainly. But to label the year an his­
toric, asn>unding victory for the Bush administration is to 
dangerously ignore fundamental flaws in policy and ratio­
nale, the results of which the United States will he forced to 
tackle in the coming months.
In the past year. President Bush has proven his steadfast 
adherence to the strange belief that pretending a problem 
doesn’t exist will make it go away.
He declared “mission accomplished” in Iraq while bombs 
continued to fly.
He tried to act naturally abtrut his lack of preparation as 
the reconstruction situation grew chaotic.
Even with a shrinking labor force, he labeled the economy 
“recovering” and imagines nobody will notice that it’s just 
----------------------------------------------------------- not true.
In 2004, people may begin to rec  ^ , 
ognize President bush s promises as conserva-
empi)» and his predictions vacant. tives, who
He is not creating jobs and he can’t warned that his
pretend the economy is improving skewed spending
for much longer. He can t keep ^hii^
ignoring the deficit. He can’t con- deficit bulged. 
tinue to dodge the fact that there is 
no end in sight in Iraq.
year the Bush
----------------------------------------------------------- ad m in istrâ t ion
realizes it takes more than strong language to lead a country.
Saddam Hussein’s capture was the high point of an other­
wise chillingly ugly conflict. In Iraq, President Bush lied to 
get the United States in and is proving unprepared to get us 
out. The war is far from over and it is foolishly early to label
it a resounding success.
He misrepresented the facts about Iraq’s possession of 
weaptms of mass destruction and he lied to the country, false­
ly telling the public that Saddam was receiving uranium from 
Africa.
just as unsettling, his foreign policy successfully diverted 
substantial national attention and resources to Iraq, moving 
terrorism periUnisly to the back seat.
To call the current state of the economy a “large, historic 
Krom” is a joke.
Last Friday, the LaKir Department reported that the only
reason the unemployment __________________________
rate fell in December is r-v  ^•
because more than WO.OOO ^ e sp ile  conservauve
people gave up looking for claims, the economy
work. That’s right —  they isn’t recovering.
gave up. When people either Optimism doesn’t change
scop worVins or stop /ob- ,he fact that the Bush
hunting, they do not count as ■'
part of the labor force. It’s administration has yet to
ridiculous to call the unem- pTfxluce new job growth.
ployment rate “remarkable” __________________________
when it decreased because
hundreds of thousands of unemployed Americans abandtmed 
hope.
Despite conservative claims, the economy isn’t recover­
ing. Optimism doesn’t change the fact that the Bush admin­
istration has yet to produce new job growth.
In response to the Labor Department’s report last week­
end, The Washington Post reported that “stocks fell and the 
dollar tumbled as the news shook investors and economists 
who had expected ... evidence (of) stronger economic 
growth.”
Experts are surprised and worried by the lack of growth. 
Economic bniom? Not exactly.
In 2004, people may begin to recognize Bu.sh’s promises as 
empty and his predictions vacant. He is not creating jobs and 
he can’t pretend the economy is improving for much longer. 
He can’t keep ignoring the deficit. He can’t continue to 
dodge the fact that there is no end in sight in Iraq.
Time is running out for the Bush administration to take 
meaningful action to undf) its grave mistakes. It won’t be 
hard for the Bush administration to improve in 2004 because 
it can’t get much worse.
Kathleen Gurr is a writer for the Daily Utah Chronicle at the 
University of Utah.
Keep work
opportunities 
in the US
I don’t believe economists when they say we’re in the middle of a jobless recovery. We’re creating hundreds of new jobs every day, but the problem is that we’re not retaining them; 
we’re sending them off shore.
It seems every day we hear about another Fortune 500 com­
pany sending key projects to India and China while firing its 
U.S. staff. The outUxik seems grim because the exportation of 
jobs is only increasing.
C'orporations have shifted recently their attention from 
outsourcing blue-collar jobs to white-collar jobs. And why 
not? Why pay a Wall Street analyst $90,000 when someone in 
India can do it for $15,000? Even without being a finance 
major, it’s easy to see that saving $75,000 per job will result in 
millions of cost savings if spread over a company’s work force. 
This will do wonders to a company’s bottom line, but it really 
may not make sense in the long run.
It’s a catch-22. Although com- 
panics are saving money, they’re
------------------------------- also firing their own customers.
Companies seem oblivious to the 
fact that by decreasing the spending power of their customers, 
they will start losing sales because people are going to be more 
cautious.
The middle class in most s<Kieties tends to be the pillar that 
supports the country w-ith its massive economic clout. 
America is not an exception to this, but companies seem to 
have brushed this fact aside.
As a business majtir, it’s almost impossible for me to disagree 
with the merits of globalization and tiutsourcing. This doesn’t 
mean, however, 1 lack a soul. 1 hope companies will become 
mt)re responsible and will sacrifice some profit in order to keep 
some of their workers in the United States. However, it seems 
unlikely that any company will take the initiative to reduce its 
outsourcing because of the fierce competition in the market­
place. But like Fox Mulder cautiously said, “I want to believe.” 
We the consumers have to try our best to ease the pain by 
implementing long-term siflutions. People have proposed we 
limit the amount of H l-B  visas granted every year in order to 
curb in the inflow of immigrants, or even give companies tax 
incentives for keeping jobs in America.
Neither of these stances will help the problem. America has
been the source of innova- -------------------------------------------
tion because of our talented /--i i », , ulobalization IS a fast'
work force. If we try to limit
the  amount of immigrants ptiCed movement that 
that come tt) the United can’t be Stopped regard'
States, we’re hurting the [^ 5^ o f  hoW fuird people 
potential of our work force,  ^ l * *,■ ^ . , , try to fight It. Uur capi'
and we may U)se talent , ,
other natums. talistic mind set made us
The tax incentive idea the most advanced coun' 
has been thrown arc>und a if\ the world 
lot, but that’s just wi.shful 
thinking. Taxpayers will not
be able to match the savings that corporatiims make by out- 
strurcing. Instead t>f wasting money by trying tt> briK‘ compa­
nies with tax incentives, we shtiuld increase public funding for 
research and development. This will promote innovation, 
which will hopefully keep us one step ahead of other nations. 
There will be countless amounts of fields emerging in the near 
future like nanotechnoKrgy, which will require an emirmous 
work hirce.
We should also shift tmr K k u s  toward graduate s c Iv h i I pro­
grams and give more scholarships to encourage people to 
attend. Graduate schtx>ls’ research programs are the source of 
great advancements, and by increasing scluxd budgets, we’ll 
give ourselves a better chance of creating the next big thing.
Globalization is a fast-paced movement that can’t be 
stopped regardless of ht>w hard people try to fight it. Our cap­
italistic mind set made us the nu>st advanced country in the 
world. As other countries have embraced our mentality, how­
ever, the margin has slowly eroded, which has allowed them to 
be competitive with the United States.
There are no short-term solutions that will solve this prob­
lem. Innovation is the only thing we have left, and we have to 
utilize it as much as possible. If things go well, we will create a 
new field which will fuel prosperity and demand American 
workers. Those jobs may eventually be victims of outsourcing 
as well. It’s the inevitable truth, however, that we can’t escape.
People have to realize that we’re trapped in a vicious cycle 
that demands we stay one step ahead of everyone else t>r fall tt> 
the back of the pack.
Vijay Ramanavarapu is a writer for The Lantern at Ohio State 
University.
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Officials find tuition flaw
LAS VEGAS (AP) —  A tip from a student has alert­
ed state officials of a discrepancy between Nevada law 
and recent p(.)licy concerning residency requirements 
for in-state tuition.
State law says those who have lived in Nevada six 
months are entitled to in-state tuition,
which can mean thousands of dollars in “It TieveT ceOSCS tO amCLZC 
savinjis each semester. But the regents
in 1995 set the residency requirement , . , . . .
at 12 months educational institutions
The disparity between the law and disregard the lawS that 
the rej»ent policy came to lit>;ht recently pass ” 
when G„n,nun,tv G uíese of Southern ^
Nevada student Sara Rentería contact­
ed Rcfient Steve Sisolak, the Las Venías D -H 6nd6rS0n 
Review-Journal reported Wednesday. N6Vada AsS6m bly
The 24-year-old Renteria, who has
lived in Nevada loni»er than six months hut less than 
one year, complained school officials violated .state law 
by requiring her to pay out-of-state tuition.
Sisolak, who was first elected in 1998, wrote a memo 
to a university system lawyer questioning why the sys­
tem’s schools weren’t following state law.
In her written response, assistant general counsel
Brooke Neilsen said the 12-month residency require­
ment was adopted by the Board of Regents at its March 
1995 meeting.
Assembly Speaker Richard Perkins, D-Henderson, 
who chairs the Legislative Committee on Education, 
said he expected to raise the issue at an 
upcoming panel meeting.
“It never ceases*to amaze me that 
many of our educational institutions dis­
regard the laws that we pass,” Perkins 
said.
Sisolak has demanded answers from 
the university system and said he wants 
to kniw how many students might have 
been overcharged.
Assemblywoman Chris
Giunchigliani, H-Las Vegas, said she 
thinks thousands of students might have been affected.
“Think of how transient our community is and how 
many kids come in,” Giunchigliani said.
At the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and the 
University of Nevada, Reno, nonresidents pay $4,243 
and $4,473, respectively, per semester more than their 
in-state counterparts.
Jethro challenged over casino
CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) —  
Attorneys for J.C. Penney Co. have 
challenged plans by Max Baer jr. to 
build his proposed $54 million 
Beverly Hillbillies Mansion «Si 
Casino in a shopping center he 
shares with the company and anoth­
er owner.
In a response to Baer’s Carson 
City District Court petition that 
claims a legal right to develop the 
property, the attorneys said restric­
tions were impose«.! on its use when a
Wal-Mart store was liKated there.
The restrictions, sought by Wal- 
Mart and approved in 1993, bar 
development of a theater, bowling 
alley, nightclub or other place of 
recreation or amusement at the mall 
in Nevada’s capital city.
j.C . Penney, Wal-Mart and the 
third owner, the Glenbrook 
Corporation, signed off on the 
restrictions that limit the mall’s use 
to commercial purposes “normally 
found in a retail shopping center.”
Glenbrook Corporation represen­
tatives also have said Baer doesn’t 
have the right to develop a casino 
without the axiperation of his part­
ners.
Plans for the casino include a 200- 
foot flaming oil derrick, 30,000- 
square-foot casino with 800 slot 
machines and 16 game tables, a 240- 
r«H>m hotel and restaurants —  all 
keying on the “Beverly Hillbillies” 
TV series in which Baer starred as 
the doltish Jethro Bodine.
YUCCA MOUNTAIN
Waste radiation 
safety could fail
WASHINGTON (AP) —  In a 
last-ditch effort to stop a nuclear 
dump in Nevada, the state told a fed­
eral appeals court Wednesday the 
government has failed to en.sure that 
thousands of years from now people 
will be protected from the waste’s 
radiation.
Two of the three judges hearing 
the case asked government lawyers 
why the federal standards for radioac­
tive releases for the Yucca Mountain 
dump were pegged to 10,000 years 
into the future when scientists say 
the material will be most dangerous 
many thousands of years after that.
The 3 1/2 hours of arguments 
before the appeals court panel 
marked thé first time a federal court 
has heard the merits of President 
Bush’s decision in 2002 to select a 
ridge of volcanic rock 90 miles from 
Las Vegas as the place to entomb 
77,000 tons of used rector fuel from 
the nation’s commercial power 
plants.
Congress affirmed Bush’s decision 
in July 2002. Nevada officials argued 
Wednesday for the decision to be 
overturned, saying Congress violated 
the state’s constitutional rights when 
it singled out Nevada.
TTie three-judge panel of the U.S. 
Court of Appeals won’t decide the 
case until later this year. Two of the 
judges made their views on several
key issues clear during exchanges 
with Justice Department and Nevada 
lawyers.
They threw cold water on 
Nevada’s hopes of challenging the 
way the Energy Department and later 
the White House decided to select 
Yucca Mountain.
Judge Harry Edwards, the senior 
jurist on the panel, said that’s no 
longer an issue because Congress 
passed a law affirming Bush’s deci­
sion.
But the judges accepted more 
openly some other arguments 
brought by opponents of the pro­
posed nuclear waste site.
“All of the legal wrongs (in the 
government’s decision) ... stem from 
the fact that the waste will not be 
isolated,” Geoffrey Fettus, an attor­
ney for the Natural Resources 
Defense Council, told the court. The 
NRDC filed one of the 13 lawsuits 
that have been consolidated by the 
court.
Opponents contend that the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s 
radiation standard for the site was 
inadequate because it would be 
applicable to only 10,0(X) years into 
the future. Critics cited a National 
Academy of Sciences finding that 
said the peak radiation doses from 
.some of the isotopes would be most 
dangerous up to 300,000 years.
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Fitness Center 
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Brazilian martial art growing in popularity
Tribal music tills the Kec Center litness room as stuJonts clap to the rhythm in a circle. Two 
opponents in the micKlle ot the circle 
sway to the heat before one lunges at 
the other. The student jerks hack 
before spinning and kicking toward 
his partner.
In Brazil, the martial art ot 
C-apoeira is the second largest sport 
activity after siKcer and is quickly 
gaining popularity in the United 
States and at Cal Poly.
The Brazilian and Afncan-influ- 
enct\l martial art encompasses dance, 
acrobatics, music and creative expres­
sion in a single art form.
The earliest historical record for 
Capoeira dates back to 1770 but was 
introduced to Hurope and the United 
States 10 years ago. Capoeira classes 
at Cal Poly’s Rec Center have been
«»'‘ ■i
it
available for four years, with atten­
dance increasing each year.
“The reason Capoeira appeals to 
college students is because it repre­
sents a different approach to martial 
arts," said electrical engineering 
senior Albert Orcino. “Capoeira is 
about free flow expression and the 
exchanging ot positive energy 
through dance-like fighting, which is 
why 1 think more women are starting 
tit take it up.”
In Capoeira, a circle is made, called 
a roda. The two players in the center 
dance in a rhythmic pattern around 
each other and “attack” with a punch 
or kick the other player needs to block 
or duck from. Players use moves like 
cartwheels, handstands and break 
dancing-like steps to surprise and out­
wit their opponent.
An important concept to keep in 
mind is Capoeira is 
played as a game, 
not a fight. There is 
not a winner nor 
loser, and success 
depends on the atti­
tude of the entire 
group playing.
A mailt theme in 
Capoeira is the idea 
of “malicia,” trans­
lated into English as 
“malice.” Although 
this term is associat­
ed as a negative 
emotion in the 
United States, it is 
the key to surviving 
the Brazilian streets.
“Malicia is about 
street smarts,” said 
architecture senior 
Juan Carlos Lopez, 
the instructor of 
Capoeira at Cal 
Poly. “Instead of 
using power, we use 
trickiness. Picture 
some guy chasing 
after you; if you sud­
denly stop, move to
mi
SPENCER MARLEY/MUSTANG DAILY
Students partake in the Brazilian martial art of Capoeira three times a week in the Rec Center fitness 
room. The art combines music and combative movements that create not a fight, but instead a game 
that relies on positive energy and interactions.
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the side and stick your fixit out, he’s 
going to fall. He lost because he was 
greedy, and you won because you used 
your mind and your Kidy.”
Lopez said CapiK’ira is easier for 
females to pick up because they 
already maintain an element of tricki­
ness in their personalities.
“They already know how to play 
mind games and how’ to find someone, 
so that aspect of Capoeira comes nat­
urally,” Lopez said.
Oapoeira is also an art of identity. It 
demands a shift in how one thinks 
and sees the world, one of the reasons 
it appeals to and is picked up easily by 
college students.
“It helps you learn how to deal with 
what life throws at you,” Orcino said. 
“It teaches you how to apply some­
thing you do for fun into something 
that may come up in life.”
Along with per­
sonal identity.
Capoeira fiKuses on 
the idea of commu­
nity.
“The essence of 
Capoeira is going 
with the flow of
energy. It’s about _______________
the dialogue
between partners,” Orcino said. “You
gain a sense of community and family
with the people in these classes.” 
Cla.sses are offered Monday and 
Wednesilay from 8 to 10 p.m. and 
Sunday from 1 to 1 p.m. The cost is 
$S0 for the quarter.
“The essence o f Capoeira is goin^ with the 
flow o f energy. It's about the dialogue between 
partners. You gain a sense o f community and 
family with the people in these classes."
Albert Orcino
electrical engineering senior
Smile Lines
Reasons for Mustang Daily's editorial staff to smile this week
Laura Newman
OPINION EDITOR
The Caribbean. This week my girlfriends and i are booking a 
Caribbean cruise ftw this summer, after we graduate. So long Cal Poly, 
hello white sand beaches, tanned islanders and Pifla Coladas!
Andy Fahey
COPY EDITOR
Dollar pitcher night at Laguna BBQ and Brew. On the list of things 
that bring pleasure to my life, cheap stuff and beer rank pretty high. Put 
them together and it's a match made in heaven.
Steve Hill
ARTS &  CULTURE EDITOR
The Darkness'"! Believe in a Thing Called Love." Never before have 
falsetto vtxzals and spandex catsuits been so ridiculously self-indulgent. 
Long live hair metal!
Sean Martin ____________________ _
SPORTS EDITOR
Tiger Woods Golf 2004. It allows me to relive my golfing glory days, 
even when 1 am too busy with school and work. Plus, it always feels 
gixxJ to hit it )30 oft the tee and shix>t 52 at Pebble Beach.
The sheep grazing naar the parking lot. Walking by the sheep 
^  makes parking far away not so had. They make my day.
PlayStation 8
mimaos
FQûTOimW.j 
2004
Jenni MIntz
COPY EDITOR
Grooming. Getting my haircut makes me smile. I love having my hair 
washed and mas.saged by stylists.
Abbey Kingdon
MANAGING EÔITOR
Puppies. When Spencer, our mini-Dachshund Mustang Daily mascot, 
finally falls asleep in the evening at the newsroom it makes me smile. 
He twi.sts his body into a U shape and his ears flop back. When he 
stretches in ht.s sleep, he covers his nose with his wide, wrinkly little 
paws.
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Phantom Planet not afraid to experiment on self-titled album
• Band tests Itself on newest effort, with 
surprising, yet mixed results
By Sarah Cutsforth
OSU DAILY BAROMETER (OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY)
CORVALLIS, Ore. —  If a person 
cuts their hair and looks completely 
different, does this mean they’ve 
effectually depleted the j>rounds of 
their personality? If you decide to 
start loving the taste of cilantro 
when before you’d always hated the 
taste of cilantro, could we all start 
making fun of you? As people, we’re 
supposedly encouraged to change 
and grow, hut if this happens too 
rapidly, then sometimes we just end 
up as classified morons.
Oh, life is hard. So goes the route 
of Phantom Planet. Their 2002 
release, “The Guest,’’ was hailed for 
. its optimisticThe unique
harmonies o f  touched sense 
“Knoiuitair
r The handcome from■' was from
someplace next C a l i f o r n i a ,
to nowhere and their first sin- 
present the best ^
,  ^ C a lifo rn ia ,
showcase for could
experimentation. almost imagine
----------------------------  the five-piece
movement of Chuck Taylor-walking 
hipsters tripping sand over their 
skinny jeans and coming about 
healthy tans quite naturally. Factor 
in the idea of the hand half being a 
composition of actors and nu)dels, 
and the whole idea of their exis­
tence seemed flimsy in a good, side- 
project way. Kind of like Kevin 
Bacon’s hand. The Bacon Brothers 
Band. Ok, not at all like The Bacon 
Brothers Band.
But commercially exposed bohos 
can don their Converses for the 
rainy days, too. Even if they might 
not really he having a rainy day hut 
want to see what dabbling in the 
feeling will do for a hand that’s 
young enough to strike a notice hut
5 Days a 
Week, 
for your 
pleasure
old enough to know itself. On 
“Phantom Planet,’’ its third album, 
the hand has decided to mix it up in 
a way that evokes much more emo­
tional irregularity and much less 
internal sunshine. Gone from the 
Phantom Planet repertoire is its 
enthusiasm for pop fare and newly 
announced is a musical resolution 
that heads progressively alongside a 
louder, garage hand-guided direc- 
tioiT. This direction does, however, 
involve its giant’s share of produc­
tion work, as well as light ska influ­
ences and energetic detours that 
seem almost wacky.
Yet nowadays, everyone has or is 
a moody garage hand, so perhaps if 
you’re flipping yourselves around to 
that approach 
you need the 
in corp oration  
of some elec­
tronic wizardry 
to stake a claim 
on a style that 
already encom­
passes so much 
kitchen sink.
Case in 
point is “Big 
Brat.” This 
song is very 
loud and kinky 
,and its intro­
duction sounds 
like a hunch of 
prog rock min- i 
ions were hired 
to dance on top 
of the original
songwriting. This track segues into 
the weirdly spelled “Badd Business,” 
which pretty much plays from the 
same vein and makes a person won­
der entirely too much on what that 
extra “d” actually does for the title, 
the song and the hand itself. These 
songs exemplify the “what.'” reac­
tion in comparison to prior 
Phantom Planet material, and did
Garage rock or power pop? On its new seif-titled Sony Music release, 
Phantom Planet breaks away from the safety of repeating its last 
effort and dabbles in other musical styles. The result encompasses 
everything from ska flourishes to progressive rock.
well in scaring me a little while 
away from all that was new and 
bipolar.
But once these tracks get their 
nervous parade through, the rest of 
the album is very enjoyable and not 
without its own maturation. 
“Knowitall” is a personal favorite, 
and to me seems the most comfort­
able song out of all I 1 newly suited 
tracks. Its unique harmonies come
from someplace next to nowhere 
and present the best showcase for 
experimentation. The hoys contin­
ue to get more points on songs such 
as the quietly evolved “By the Bed” 
and “After Hours,” an ennui-ish 
take on being a square peg, both of 
which drop the stationary rock and 
come across as more genuinely per­
sonal.
There’s been .some speculation on 
the merit of this album that made 
itself based on the reasoning behind 
the Phantom Planet redux. I think 
everyt>ne should be able to cut their 
hair or reorganize their taste buds, 
and musicians shoidd probably 
always try to think up new ways to 
present new material. If the band 
legitimately has been and is now
both sides of the equation, then by 
all means, explore each avenue. 
While 1 might openly prefer “The 
Guest” to the music we have here, 1 
believe Phantont, Planet can 
responsibly feel each set list. Who is 
to say any differently? Few of us feel 
one way forever. It’s nice to be tem­
porarily loud and insouciant about 
optimism, and kudos all around if 
Phantom Planet is more than will­
ing to carve a looser niche from the 
one surrounding it.
iP
C u e s t a
CO LLEG E
Afjply online at 
www.cccapply.org. 
Register online one hour 
after apply ing at 
wwwxxiesta.edu/paws.asp. 
For more information, 
contact the 
Cuesta College 
Admissirxis & Records Office 
at S46-3140.
Sfxing Sc?rTX'Stc’r 
starts lanuary 20.
Late registration continues 
through January 31.
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For $18 a unit, you can take courses in:
• English • Math (Statistics, Pre-Calculus and Calculus) • Psychology • Philosophy 
• History • Physics (Trig-Based and Calculus-Based Physics) • Speech
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California eligible 
for security funds
By Daisy Nguyen
ASSOCIATED PRESS
LOS ANGELES —  Homeland 
Security Secretary Tom Ridj^e 
announced Wednesday that 
California is elif i^hle to receive near­
ly $700 million in federal funding 
this fiscal year to protect its harbors, 
airports, borders and other major 
landmarks.
Ridge met with Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger for about an hour 
and spoke at a luncheon at the Los 
Angeles Chamber of (Commerce as 
part of his visit to Southern 
t^ilifornia.
Local municipalities have criti­
cized the federal government for not 
releasing funds more quickly to them 
>ince the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. 
Riilge tired hack Wednesday, saying 
cities and states are not tilling out the 
paperwork in a tm\ely fashion.
“Let’s get the paperwork in* so we 
can cut you a check," Ridge said. “In 
many instances we’re not getting the 
applications.”
Schwarzenegger emphasized that 
California’s needs may he greater 
than other states because of its popu­
lation and its tourist attractions, 
often considered possible targets for 
terrorists.
“There is never enough money," 
Schwarzenegger said. “Pull out your 
checkbook because we need a lot of 
money.”
It the funding is allocated to 
California, it would be used for safety
equipment and training as well as 
port security among other needs.
Ridge also called on private enter­
prise to help out with security.
“Investment in security is a good 
investment,” Ridge told dozens of 
business leaders and lawmakers dur­
ing a luncheon at the Los Angeles 
Chamber of Commerce. “The private 
sector needs to step up and make 
those investments. If they don’t, we 
may have to tell them to.”
Ridge asked companies that use 
the Port of Los Angeles to chip in 
and help build a $25 million con­
tainer center on the Long Beach 
waterfront where suspicious crates 
can be taken immediately after 
arriving.
A suspicious container must now 
be trucked 15 miles up the Long 
Beach Freeway to a center in Carson 
that could put motorists and residents 
in danger.
“Any one it! you who ship in and 
out of that port should share respon­
sibility and pay for that center. We 
need the private sector to step for­
ward and help defray some of the 
costs," Ridge said.
Councilwoman Janice Hahn said 
she felt Ridge was being unfair.
“Airport security is sexy and air­
ports are getting what they need. The 
Port of Los Angeles has only gotten 
$15 million since Sept. 11th. The 
shipping companies don’t like the 
idea of having to pay so much for 
security, they don’t think it’s fair,” 
Hahn said.
Marijuana
Did you know that an infraction for using 
marijuana or other drugs, including 
alcohol, could cost you your driving 
privilege tor a year.'
D on 't plead gwiltv till you talk to a lawyer! 
Call for a free initial consultation today.
Jeffrey D. Stulberg
Attorney at Law
544-7693
www.stulberg.com
New taxes may be needed
SACRAM ENTO (AP) —  One­
time solutions included in Gov. 
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s budget 
plan for 2004-05 would leave 
California taxpayers facing another 
$6 billion shortfall the following fis­
cal year, double the administration’s 
estimates, an analyst for the 
Legislature said Tuesday.
The analyst, Elizabeth Hill, called 
Schwarzenegger’s $99.1 billion bud­
get plan “a good start,” but said his 
mix of cuts, borrowing and fund 
shifts would not solve the state’s 
financial problems and that lawmak­
ers should consider raising taxes.
“The negative consequences of 
tax increases has to be ccimpared 
against the negative amsequences of 
the alternative —  deeper spending 
cuts and more borrowing,” said Hill, 
whose office is charged with provid­
ing independent and nonpartisan 
budget advice to lawmakers.
Hill’s review represents the most 
significant evaluation t)f 
Schwarzenegger’s plans to date, 
although her office will release a 
more comprehensive assessment next 
month.
Hill differed with the administra­
tion over the size of the leftover 
deficit that would begin to build in
2005-2006.
Dinna Arduin, the governor’s direc­
tor of finance, has said if lawmakers 
adopt the entire plan without mtxlifi- 
cation, and if all income and expense 
projtx:tions are met —  the state will be 
left with a $3 billion shortfall at the 
end of the 2006 fiscal year.
Hill said her analysis suggests the 
number will be twice as big.
H.n. Palmer, spokesman for the 
state Finance Department, said 
California’s problems won’t be 
solved by raising taxes.
“A tax increase dtiesn’t address
what is the fundamental problem 
that the state has been spending at a 
rate that cannot be sustained over 
the long haul,” Palmer said. He also 
argued that California’s taxes are 
already high and that any increase 
will hurt the state’s fragile business 
climate at a critical time.
Assemblywoman jenny Oropeza, 
D-Long Beach, who chairs the budget 
committee, said she agrees with Hill 
that taxes must be considered. “Liz 
Hill’s findings tell me we need more 
options. We have to do more than cut 
programs to the poor and make it 
harder for students to go to college.”
Hill said she mostly agrees with 
the governor’s projections for moder­
ate growth in tax income next year. 
She also said the administration had 
adopted realistic projections for 
expected increases in .school enroll­
ment and public health and welfare 
caseloads.
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a whole pizza to share with
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Fridays 50% off Kayak rentals 
or Two-For-One College Day
with Student ID
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Crossword
A C R O S S
1 Big tooth 
5 Whopper 
9 ____ facto
' 13 NASA gasket
15 “East of Eden* 
twin
16 On© with a 
pounding head?
17 Don't
18 Send packing
20 Not definite
22 Rapper____ Kim
23 Donald 
Rumsfeld's 
bailiwick: Abbr.
24 Simultaneously
27 Overseas 
carrier
28 Building beam
30 Revolutionary
War officer____
Putnam
31 Farm female
32 Overly
34 Writers’ blocks
35 1994 Paul 
Newman film
38 0in
40 Goombah
41 1982 biography-, 
by Joseph Ateop
42 Chair man?
44 Lingerie item
46 Big galoot
49 Chopin piece *
51 Alliance created 
in 1948; Abbr.
52 Tax form info: 
Abbr,
53 Hit song by 
Jackson 
Browne. 1982
56 Savanna
58 Name in 1999- 
2000 news
59 Microwave
60 Sexologist 
Shere
61 Kind of question
62 1 3
19 p. n‘•Ai,
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Edited by Will Shortz
Look over a 
wall, say
“D o ____ else!''.
Letter opener
DOWN
Demolishee ""
: Muse of 
astrorwmy
I Sistine Chap^  
figures
1 Radio feature
i Blushing bride “ 
of '81
i "Exodus” author
' Silicon Valley 
city
1 Full-length
I Out of it
i Wagner's final 
opera
Messina Mr.
: “ Buttermiik 
Sky^ <1946 hit)
“Bravo!",
When repeated, 
a cry of 
approval
It used to be 
sung on street 
corners
Hut material
It goes this way 
and that
“F a x o n s  fade.
_ ___is eternal".
Yves St. Laurent
Spoilsport of a 
sort
When one’s  not 
at one's best
No. 1204
P5
r r
rrr
10 11 12
by etixalMiti C. OorM*
35 Junior, to Senior 43 Bottoms of
columns
36 Attractive single
person, slangily 45 Walk unsteadily
37 Trip to tell about 46 Go between
I5T
38 Theater 
company, for 
short
39 Propeller
47 Illinois college 
town
48 “I Will Survive” 
singer Gloria
50 Deepak 
Chopra’s 
birthplace
54 Not fooled by
55 Wasn’t colortast
56 Econ yardstick
57 It runs through 
Montréal
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For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, wrth a 
ore<#tcarel, 1-800-814-5554.
Anrniat subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswoids ($34 95 a year). 
Crosswords for young solvers: The Learning Network, 
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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It's lor anything
(nassilu'ds air killer!
-------------------------- Call 75()-l 1 4 3 --------------------------
Dioe-io TakB-Qut Pimups
FREE Delivery
J&ner iit a
1000 Higueia St
Check out our menu, deals I more at:
mi.wo«lstocl(sslo.com
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Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 22Ó Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d
Bartender Tra inees  
Needed
Earn $100*200/ shift.
Int’l Bartender in town 1 w eek  
only. Day/eve c la s se s ,  
limited seating. Call today 
800*859*4109 www.bar* 
tendusa.Ia
Part and full time positions avail.
H e l p  W a n t e d
C M RG  is actively looking for 
research candidates who have 
sprained an ankle. Please call 
(805) 549-7570 within 20 hours of 
injury for more information about 
this research study. You will be 
reimbursed for your time and effort.
H e l p  W a n t e d  I B o o k  E x c h a n g e
Make Money 
taking Online Surveys 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys 
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups 
Visit
www.cash4students.com/cpsu
Students:
The Collaborative Agent Design 
Research Center is currently 
accepting applications for SO FT ­
W ARE DEVELO PERS/  
PRO G RAM M ERS. Applicants 
should have strong programming 
skills in C-p-p and Java. Skills in 
MFC, SOL, or CO M  are a plus. 
Apply on campus at CADRÒ, 
Bldg. 117-T, 756-2673. Please also 
email resume to 
office@cadrc.calpoly.edu
Growing Co. in Goleta looking for 
Technical Account Manager.
If you like technology & want a 
career in sales, this is the job for 
you! Training available for 
motivated grads! Benefits, 401K, 
stock opts., profit share.
Email: careers@govplace.com
Camp Wayne for Girls 
Children’s sleep-away camp, 
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/18- 
8/15/04) If you love children and 
want a caring, fun environment we 
need female staff as Directors and 
Instructors for: Tennis, Golf, 
Gymnastics, Swimming, 
Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports, 
Cheerleading, Ropes, 
Camping/Nature, Drama, Video, 
Ceramics, Batik, Silkscreen, Guitar, 
Jewelry, Piano, Photography, 
Aerobics, Martial Arts.
Other positions: Group Leaders, 
Administrative/Driver, Nurses 
(RN’s). On campus interviews 
February 14th. Apply online at 
www.campwaynegirls.com or call 
1-800-279-3019
C la ss if ie d s
756*1143
Movie Extras/ Models Needed
Local & Statewide Productions 
No Exp. Req’d, All looks, 
Ages 18+
Minor & Major Roles Avail.
Earn up to 
$300/cfay 
1-800-818-7520
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Fratern ities * Sororities  
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this 
semester with a proven 
CampusFundraiser 3 hour 
fundraising event. Our free  
program s m ake fundrais­
ing easy  with no risks. 
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, 
so get with the program! It works. 
Contact CampusFundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com
Books:
Math 244 
Mate 210
Chem 124-125/127-129 
M E 211
Call Steve 459-1462
For  Rent
House for Rent 
Walk to the beach, newly 
remodeled 5 bed, 2 bath, private 
deck," W/D hook ups, ample 
parking, and only 15 minutes to 
Poly! $3475.00/month, avail 2/1/04 
Call 784-9101 for info.
R o o m s  For  Rent
5 Bedroom, 1 Bath, n/p 
big backyard
Great house, good location, 
close to school. $475 + utilities. 
Call or email for more info.
709-8233 (Matt), 
brooklyn_1044 @ hotmail.com
Room for rent!
395 Highland Dr. only a mile to 
campus. Pool table. Hot tub in 
works. Med. sized backyard. 
Laundry facilities, own room. 
$500 + utilities. Call Steve 
805-459-1462 or 
Lee 831-262-2697
For  Sale
Business Cards at affordable 
prices printed by TAGA. 
Email jsmith03@calpoly.edu for 
prices and info.
Lost and F o u n d
P lease  read!!!
Lost Nikon 3100 Digital 
Cam era
La st had at Delta Sigm a  
Phi
Ja n  9, 2004 Friday night.
P lease  help and ca ll 
805-756-8403 or 805-415- 
4490
Thank you so m uch. My 
cam era m eans a lot to me!!
G ET  YOUR C LA S S IF IED  
AD IN NOW!!
Got something to 
say?
Got something to sell? 
Put an ad in the 
classifieds!!!
Call Christi 756-1143 
or stop in at the 
Mustang Daily 
Bldg. 26, rm. 226
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Broadcasting success
• Students get to 
achieve goals while 
helping women's bas­
ketball team
By John M. Pierson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Sometimes you just have to ask 
for what you want. T hat’s what 
Roh M cAllister did.
McAllister, along with fellow 
journalism senior Ryan McAdams, 
announces the women’s haskethall 
home games each week in Mott 
Gym.
“1 needed resumé tapes for 
broadcast and 1 realized that would 
he a great way to get them ,” 
McAllister said.
He went to Cal Poly Sports 
Information director Brian 
___________________ T h u r m o n d
“/ needed resume
tapes for broad' i  ^ ”the women s
cast and / real- „„j 
ized that would t e a m s  
be a great way to played on
get them. •’ d i f f e r e n t
. nights, the
sports infor- 
McAllister m a t i o n
Student departm ent
Broadcaster
----------------------------  b r o a d c a s t
both teams on gopoly.com, 
Thurmond said. But when the Big 
West Conference made the move 
to both teams playing simultane­
ously in different locations, they 
had to drop the women’s games.
The sports information depart­
ment then set up another site to 
broadcast the women’s games.
“After that, we just needed some­
one to call the games, and 
(McAllister) and (McAdams) came 
and asked us last spring," Thurmond
•3^' .
§ '
y
SPENCER MARLEY/MUSTANG DAILY
Rob McAllister (left) and Ryan McAdams put their education to work when they broadcast games.
said. “It all fell together.”
After getting the go-ahead, 
McAllister and McAdams began 
announcing volleyball games and 
men’s and women’s soccer games.
“It was hard,” McAllister said. 
“We didn’t realize how much 
preparation (we needed to do 
beforehand).”
It was hard tor the two getting 
to know soccer as a sport, learning 
the team roster and away roster 
and being able to see who scored a 
goal, McAdams said.
“They’re a lot further away in 
soccer than in a basketball game,” 
he .said.
But all their hard work during 
Fall Quarter was just practice. For 
McAllister and McAdams, the real 
deal came when the women’s bas­
ketball season started.
“We both played basketball,”
M cAllister said. “It’s a sport we 
know, so it’s easier for us to call.” 
Announcing has been rewarding 
for the two, especially for the 
women’s basketball games.
“The women’s team is from all 
over the place, and (their family) 
can’t always make it to the games,” 
McAdams said.
Thurmond agreed.
“It’s been an awesome opportu­
nity,” he said. “The fans and the 
parents can hear the games. 
Anybody with a computer can.” 
Coming together for McAllister 
and McAdams last spring was not 
easy.
“Ryan’s torn between coaching 
and broadcasting,” Thurmond said 
of McAdams, who is a student 
assistant on the men’s basketball 
team. “He gets opportunities to go 
on the road with the men’s team.
so he can’t always call the women’s 
games. When he can’t make it a 
tew others fill in, but the quality 
has always remained good.”
_______________  The high
“It was hard, quality of the
We didn’t s o m e t h i n g  
realize how McAllister and
much prepara' M c A d a m s  
tion {we need' attrib-
e d t o d o . ” “« J .  P»” .
to their time in 
the broadcast 
McAllister co n cen tra tio n
S tuden t journal-
B roadcaster ' ' ‘‘P“ " -
------------------------ ment.
“(Journalism professor) John 
Soares has really helped us out and 
given us a boost,” McAllister said. 
“I hope there will be others after 
we graduate to keep this going.”
Tennis
season
begins
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
The Cal Poly men’s tennis team will 
open the 2(X)4 dual sea,son against 
nationally ranked Fresno State on 
Saturday at 2 p.m. and University of 
San Francisco on Sunday at 11 a.m. 
Both matches will he on the road.
The Mustangs hoj^ ie to avenge last 
year losses to K»th teams with wins this 
sea.son. Cal Poly did not fare well 
against either team last season as 
University of San Francisco dominated 
the Mustangs 6-1. Fresno State blanked 
the Mustangs 7-0.
This year,s team brings two new 
players to the starting lineup, including 
Brian Kent and Matt Baca.
Kent played for the Mustangs during 
the 2000-01 season at the No. 2 posi­
tion under former coach Chris 
Eppright, hut since tcxik two seasons 
off. The Mustangs are excited to have 
Kent return to action as he will provide 
experience to the team.The addition of 
Baca will add strong singles and doubles 
play.
With the two strong additions to 
this years team comes four players 
departing from last years team includ­
ing Greg Levy, Mike Marquez, Garrett 
height and Scott Sans Leeb.
TItc Mustangs ended last year’s sea- 
SLin in the semifinals of the Big West 
Championship, losing to the 
University of the Pacific, 5-0. The team 
was 14-12 overall and 2-4 in Big West, 
with standout wins against Santa 
Clara, UC Santa Cruz, UC Davis and 
St. Mary’s.
The 2(X)5-04 Mustang schedule is 
highlighted by USC, Fresno State, 
Santa Clara, Pepperdine, UC Irvine 
and UC Santa Barbara.
M aking the best o f a bad situation: Sampson sparks Mustangs
just before last Thursday’s win 
over Idaho a good thing hap­
pened for the Cal Poly m en’s bas­
ketball team - a once-forgotten 
man finally got to play.
Formerly anchored to the 
bench, Fernando Sampson had 
watched teammate Eric Jackson 
steadily hold down starting shoot­
ing guard duties. T h e n , after 
JacksiTn went down with a severe­
ly sprained ankle against Long 
Beach State two weeks agti, head 
coach Kevin Brom ley in itially  
tried to fill the void with G lenn 
Jones, Tyler M cG inn and Mike 
Titchenal.
A t last, in the days leading up 
to Idaho, Bromley gave Sampson 
the reins. Sampson still isn’t sure
why he
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moted.
“To be honest with you, 1 don’t 
know," said Sampson, a sopho­
more from Fairfax High School. 
“I think my coach decided he 
wanted to give me a chance and 
instill some confidence in me.
and it worked.”
Though he has only scored six 
points in each o f the two games 
he’s started and averages just 2.3 
points per game, Sam pson’s 
prowess away from the basket has 
set his play apart.
L i k e  
D e n v e r  
N u g g e t s  
guard Jon  
B a r r y ,  
S  a m p s (T n 
pounds the 
court with an 
u n c o m m o n  
am ount o f 
tenacity and is 
a radio broad­
caster’s dream, 
a paragon of 
kinetic energy. In the 69-63  loss 
to U tah S ta te  last Saturday, 
Sampson not only bagged a team- 
high seven rebounds but also had 
two of the Mustangs’ three blocks 
and a steal.
Mustang point guard Kameron 
Gray is one o f many praising 
Sam pson’s spark.
“W e need that kind of energy,” 
Gray said. “He gives us a lift when 
we’re down.”
Even Jackson admits that there 
are some aspects Sampson does 
better than him.
“He may be a little  quicker 
than I am on defense with his 
feet,” Jackson said, later praising 
Sam pson’s reckless abandon in 
pursuing rebounds.
U n til recently , however, 
Sampson wasn’t getting a chance 
to shine. Groomed through his 
formative years as a two guard, he 
came to Cal Poly undersized for 
the position at 6-1 and 180 
pounds and becam e stuck this 
season with backup guard duties, 
behind Jackson and Gray.
T h e fact that sophomore Gray 
has played often-sen sational 
Ironm an m inutes, hasn’t done 
well for Sam pson’s psyche until 
recent weeks, Bromley said.
“He was pretty upset, pretty 
down,” Bromley said.
Sampson said he endured rough 
times by trusting he’d eventually 
see action. It remains to be seen
how other players in Sam pson’s 
former position including guards 
Jones and RJ Socci or big men 
Tyler M cG inn and Vhule Lisinac 
will cope if their playing time 
doesn’t increase.
Bromley has shown preponder­
ance for giving few players a lot of 
playing tim e. Shane Sch illing , 
Varnie Dennis and Gray have all 
loggeil 40-m in ute nights, with 
Dennis and Gray having racked 
up nine between them. Bromley 
has said he tries to go with his 
best players and Tuesday, he reaf­
firmed his reliance on his trio.
“If they get hurt, or I see their 
productivity go way down, you’ll 
see other guys get more minutes,” 
Bromley said.
If that doesn’t happen, Bromley 
may still want to consider spread­
ing minutes and scoring. Dennis 
is one of many people. Mustang 
and otherwise, who bemoans the 
way things are going for the 6-6 
Mustangs right now.
“1 definitely  th ink it would 
help to have less o f a bulk than 
three people scoring about 60
points a game,” Dennis said.
Maybe that would happen if 
Schilling, Dennis and Gray tLXik
-----------------------  a lesser percent-
“I think my age of the team ’s
coach wanted
77 percent theyto CTve me a , ,” managed against
chance and U tah State.
instill some S till , even
confidence in upcoming
I . games against
me. and U u C  S an .a
worked" Rarb ara and
Fernando P acific, future
Sampson Mustang success
Mustangguard
being willing to 
take chances, tap into his deeply 
talented team and thrust more of 
his reserves into longer periods of 
action.
After all, it’s working wonders 
for Sampson.
G raham  W om ack  is a jou rna l­
ism  Junior and  M u sta n g  Daily 
contributor.
